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-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Q1: Multiple choice-like quesitons

i)  The _____________ formula is the number of satisfied samples plus half
the number of tolerating samples divided by all samples.

ii) A Hoare triple is of the form {P} C {Q} where P is the _________________

and Q is the  ______________________ and C is a programming language command.

iii) Netflix created its first Monkey: Chaos Monkey, which randomly __________
virtual instances in a production environment -- instances that are serving
live customer traffic.

Q2:  The program:

1: int divide(X,Y) {
2:    Q = 0;
3:    R = X;
4:    while (R < Y) {
5:       invariant: ?
6:       R = R - Y;
7:       Q = Q + 1;
8:    }
9:    return Q;
10: }

does division of X by Y, which means given X > 0 and Y > 0, when Q is returned,
it is true that X = Q * Y + R and 0 <= R < Y (where R is the remainder and Q 
is the quotient).  Expressed in regular logic, what is the loop invariant that 
would hold at line 5 that would allow a system like Spec# to verify that this 
code works properly?
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Q3:  In the Potter and McGraw article on Software Security Testing, they
say ‘Testers must use risk-based approaches ...’.  What do they mean by this
and how was JavaCard used as an example to illustrate this issue?

Q4:  How is ‘flag removal’ an example of ‘testability refactoring’?
How do ‘flags’ in code make testing harder?
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Q5: Assuming that the Rotten Potatoes movie controller has at the top:
    caches_page :log_in_page
    cache_sweeper :movie_sweeper
    caches_action :index, :show
and we have the following code:
  class MovieSweeper < ActionController::Caching::Sweeper
      observe Movie
      def after_save(movie)    ; invalidate ; end
      def after_destroy(movie) ; invalidate ; end
      private
      def invalidate
         expire_action :action => [’index’ , ’show’]
      end
  end
Further assume it takes 21 ms (milliseconds) for the user to interact
with the web server to get a page (round trip); 36 ms for the webserver
to get a page from Rails (round trip); and Rails can handle a typical database
interaction roundtrip in 100ms, how long would each of the following 
transactions take (with and without caching), if they were undertaken in
order on a freshly created system.

                                      with caching        without caching

User visits Rotten Potatoes

User requests review of
  Ender’s Game

User requests review of
  Free Birds

User visits Rotten Potatoes

User requests review of 
  Ender’s Game

User visits Rotten Potatoes

User saves review of
  Ender’s Game

User visits Rotten Potatoes

User request review of
  Free Birds

User requests review of
  Ender’s Game


